Wild ramification in a family of low-degree extensions arising from
  iteration by Breen, Benjamin et al.
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WILD RAMIFICATION IN A FAMILY OF LOW-DEGREE
EXTENSIONS ARISING FROM ITERATION
BENJAMIN BREEN, RAFE JONES, TOMMY OCCHIPINTI, AND MICHELLE YUEN
Abstract. This article gives a first look at wild ramification in a family of iterated
extensions. For c ∈ Z, we consider the splitting field of (x2 + c)2 + c, the second
iterate of x2 + c. We give complete information on the factorization of the ideal (2)
as c varies, and find a surprisingly complicated dependence of this factorization on
the parameter c. We show that 2 ramifies (necessarily wildly) in all these extensions
except when c = 0, and we describe the higher ramification groups in some totally
ramified cases.
1. Introduction
Around a decade ago, the authors of [1] posed the problem of studying ramification in
extensions of number fields generated by iterated polynomials. Specifically, let L be a
number field, let t0 ∈ L, let f(x) ∈ L[x] have degree d ≥ 2, and denote by fn(x) the nth
iterate of f . The main objects of study in [1] are the extensions Ln(f, t0)/L obtained
by taking the splitting field of fn(x) − t0 over L. Ramification in these extensions
holds particular interest, and one of the main results of [1] is that when f is post-
critically finite, i.e. each critical point of f has a finite forward orbit under iteration,
then the set of primes of L ramifiying in Ln(f, t0) for at least one n ≥ 1 is a finite set.
However, there is also interest in the non-post-critically finite case: on [1, p. 858], the
authors ask what can be said in general about the presence of wild ramification in the
extensions Ln(f, t0)/L. In this article, we study perhaps the simplest non-trivial case
of this question: L = Q, t0 = 0, f(x) = x
2+ c, c ∈ Z. (Note that any wild ramification
must occur above the prime (2) of Z.) Moreover, we restrict our attention to the case
where n = 2, the smallest n where the extensions incorporate iteration of f . We give
a complete classification of the of the factorization of the ideal (2) in the extensions
L2(f, 0), which have degree at most 8 (see Theorem 1.2 for the most difficult part of
this classification) and compute higher ramification groups in the totally ramified case
(see Section 7). Even with these severe restrictions, it is obvious from a glance at
Theorem 1.2 that the dependence on c of the ideal factorization of (2) is remarkably
complicated. Then again, perhaps this complexity is not so surprising in light of the
difficulty of fully understanding wild ramification in any naturally occurring family of
number fields. For instance, even the class of radical extensions Q(ζm, m
√
a) presents
impressive complexities (see for instance [9], and also [5], [6], [7] for related work).
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We fix notation that will be in use throughout. Denote by fc(x) the map x
2 + c,
where c ∈ Z. Write Lc for L2(fc, 0), the splitting field of the second iterate
fc(fc(x)) = (x
2 + c)2 + c = x4 + 2cx2 + c2 + c.
The degree of Lc over Q depends on whether −c and −(c+1) are squares; if neither is,
then it follows that [Lc : Q] = 8 and Gal (Lc/Q) ∼= D4, the dihedral group of order 8.
When −c or −(c + 1) is a square (and c 6∈ {−1, 0}), then [Lc : Q] = 4 and Gal (Lc/Q)
is elementary abelian or cyclic, respectively. See Section 2 for details.
One of our main results is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let fc(x) = x
2 + c with c ∈ Z \ {0}, and let Lc be the splitting field of
f 2c (x). Then Lc is wildly ramified at 2.
Note that one can certainly fail to obtain ramification at 2 in the splitting field of
fc(x); for instance this is the case when c ≡ 3 mod 4.
Because Lc is Galois, we have
(1) 2OLc =
g∏
i=1
pei ,
where OLc is the ring of integers of Lc, each pi has a common residue degree f :=
[(OLc/pi) : (Z/2Z)] and efg = [Lc : Q]. We give complete information on the factor-
ization of the ideal 2OLc for all c 6∈ {−1, 0}. In the generic case when −c and −(c+1)
are both non-squares, we have [Lc : Q] = 8 (see Section 2). We show the following.
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Theorem 1.2. Let c ∈ Z with −c and −(c+1) not squares in Z. Let Lc be the splitting
field of (x2 + c)2 + c, and consider the factorization given in (1). We have
e = 8, f = 1, g = 1 iff one of
{
c ≡ 1 mod 4
c = 22k+1m, where k ≥ 1 and m is odd
e = 4, f = 2, g = 1 iff one of


c ≡ 2 mod 8
c ≡ 3 mod 16
c ≡ 4 or 12 mod 32
c = 4k(8r ± 3), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
e = 4, f = 1, g = 2 iff one of


c ≡ 6 mod 8
c ≡ 23 or 28 mod 32
c ≡ 16 mod 128
c = 42k(8r + 1), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
c = 42k−1(8r + 7), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
c = −1 + 2k(4r + 1), where k ≥ 4 and r ∈ Z
e = 2, f = 2, g = 2 iff one of


c ≡ 11 mod 16
c ≡ 39 or 52 mod 64
c ≡ 240 mod 256
c = −1 + 4k(64r + 24), where k ≥ 1 and r ∈ Z
c = −1 + 4k(8r + 3) with k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
c = 42k−1(16r + 9), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
c = 42k(16r + 7), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
e = 2, f = 1, g = 4 iff one of


c ≡ 7 or 20 mod 64
c ≡ 112 mod 256
c = −1 + 4k(64r − 8), where k ≥ 1 and r ∈ Z
c = −1 + 4k(8r + 7), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
c = 42k−1(16r + 1), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
c = 42k(16r + 15), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
and these are the only possibilities.
When either −c or −(c + 1) is a square in Z, we give corresponding classifications
in Propositions 3.2 and 5.3.
From Theorem 1.2, we have that 2OLc is totally ramified if and only if c ≡ 1 mod 4
or c = 22k+1m, where k ≥ 1 and m is odd. Note that in both of these cases, we have
that −c and −(c+ 1) are non-squares, and so Theorem 1.2 applies. In these cases, we
compute the associated ramification filtration in Section 7. We show:
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Theorem 1.3. Let (Gi)i≥0 be the ramification filtration of Gal (Lc/Q). If c ≡ 1 mod 4,
we have
#G0 = #G1 = 8, #G2 = #G3 = 4, #G4 = #G5 = 2, #Gi = 1 for i ≥ 6.
If c = 22k+1m, where k ≥ 1 and m is odd, we have
#G0 = #G1 = 8, #G2 = #G3 = 4, #Gi = 2 for 4 ≤ i ≤ 7, #Gi = 1 for i ≥ 8.
See Section 7 for definitions and more precise results.
The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2 we determine the degree and
Galois group of Lc for various values of c. In Section 3 we present background material
on global methods to determine the factorization of a prime in an extension field in
various cases, and use this to determine the factorization of 2OLc in the case where
−c is a square in Z (Proposition 3.2). In Section 4 we prove some cases of Theorem
1.2 using the methods of Section 3. In Section 5 we give background on local methods
for determining the factorization of a primein an extension field, and use this to prove
Theorem 1.1 and determine the factorization of 2OLc in the case where −(c + 1) is
a square in Z (Proposition 5.3). In Section 6 we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2,
using the methods of Section 5. In Section 7 we prove theorem 1.3.
While it would be possible to present a purely local proof of Theorem 1.2 and many
of the other results in this article, we find the interplay between the global and local
methods instructive as to their particular strengths.
2. Degree and Galois groups
In this section we compute the degree [Lc : Q] and the Galois group Gal (Lc/Q).
Proposition 2.1. The polynomial f 2c (x) is irreducible over Q if −c is not a square in
Z. When −c is a square in Z and c 6= 0,−1, then upon writing c = −b2 for b ∈ Z we
have
(2) f 2c (x) = (x
2 − (b2 − b))(x2 − (b2 + b)),
where each of the quadratic factors is irreducible.
Proof. Because f 2c (x) is only of degree 4, this can be done via a straightforward elemen-
tary argument; the key point is that when −c is not a square in Z, f 2c (x) is irreducible
provided that c2+ c is not a square in Z, which holds for all c 6= 0,−1 and in particular
for all c with −c not a square. For a much more general result applying to all iterates
of fc, see [4, Proposition 4.5]. 
The resolvent cubic of f 2c (x) is
(3) x3 − 2cx2 − (4c2 + 4c)x+ 8c3 + 8c2 = (x− 2c)(x2 − 4c2 − 4c).
Because this has a root in Q, it follows that Gal (Lc/Q) is a subgroup of D4, the
dihedral group of order 8 [2, Section 14.6]. Another way to see this is to note that
one may form a binary rooted tree T with root 0 and vertices consisting of the roots
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Lc
Q(α) Q(β) Q(
√−c,√−(c + 1)) Q(α + β) Q(α− β)
Q
Q(
√−c) Q(√−(c+ 1)) Q(√−(−c2 − c))
Figure 1. Subfield lattice for Lc over Q when both −c and −(c + 1)
are non-squares.
of fc(x) and f
2
c (x), where vertices v1 and v2 are connected if and only if fc(v1) = v2.
Then it is easy to see that Gal (Lc/Q) injects into Aut(T ), and the latter is isomorphic
to D4.
Moreover, note that the roots of the quadratic factor in (3) are ±√4(c2 + c). But
c2 + c is not a square in Z since c 6∈ {−1, 0}, and it follows that the quadratic factor in
(3) is irreducible. It thus follows from [2, Section 14.6] that Gal (Lc/Q) is isomorphic
to either D4 or Z/4Z.
Note further that the roots of f 2c (x) are {±α,±β}, where
(4) α =
√
−c +√−c and β =
√
−c−√−c.
We have αβ =
√−c√−(c+ 1), and hence Lc = Q(α)(β) = Q(α)(√−(c + 1)).
Suppose now that −c and −(c + 1) are both non-squares in Z. We saw above that
when −c is not a square that Gal (Lc/Q) must be either isomorphic to the cyclic of
order 4 or toD4. It is evident that, under the addtional hypothesis that −(c+1) is not a
square, the field Lc contains at least two distinct quadratic subextensions ofQ: Q(
√−c)
and Q
√−(c+ 1), and thus Gal (Lc/Q) cannot be cyclic. Hence Gal (Lc/Q) ∼= D4. It
is now straightforward to write down its subfield lattice; see Figure 1.
Now when −c is not a square in Z but −(c + 1) is a square, we have that f 2c (x) is
irreducible and Lc = Q(α)(
√−(c+ 1)) = Q(α), and thus [Lc : Q] = 4. But we have
already shown that Gal (Lc/Q) is isomorphic to D4 or Z/4Z, and hence we must have
Gal (Lc/Q) ∼= Z/4Z.
Finally, when −c is a square in Z and c 6= 0,−1, we may write c = −b2 and we have
the factorization in (2). Thus Lc = Q(
√
b2 + b,
√
b2 − b), and we claim [Lc : Q] = 4. It
suffices to show that b2+b is not a square inQ(
√
b2 − b), and a straightforward argument
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shows this holds provided c 6∈ {−1, 0}. Thus in this case we see that Gal (Lc/Q) ∼=
(Z/2Z× Z/2Z).
Putting this all together, we have shown:
Proposition 2.2. Let fc(x) = x
2 + c for c ∈ Z \ {−1, 0}, and let Lc = Q(α, β) be the
splitting field of f 2c (x) over Q, where α and β are as in (4).
(1) If neither −c nor −(c + 1) is a square in Z, then Lc is a D4-extension of Q
with subfield lattice given in Figure 1.
(2) If −c is not a square in Z but −(c + 1) is a square in Z, then Lc = Q(α) and
Lc is a Z/4Z-extension of Q with unique quadratic subfield Q(
√−c).
(3) If c = −b2 ∈ Z \ {−1, 0}, then Lc = Q(
√
b2 + b,
√
b2 − b) and Lc is a (Z/2Z ×
Z/2Z)-extension of Q.
3. Factorization of the ideal 2OLc: Global methods
In this section we calculate decomposition and inertia groups in Gal (Lc/Q) for many
values of c, and use this to give the factorization of 2OLc for many values of c.
Let L/K be any Galois extension of number fields, with Gal (L/K) = G. Recall
that the decomposition group of L/K at a prime P in OL is defined to be
DP = {σ ∈ G : σ(P) = P},
where G = Gal (L/K). The inertia subgroup at P is the kernel of the natural homo-
morphism sending σ ∈ D to the map σ on the residue field OL/P. In other words, if
P ∩K = p, then we have
IP = {σ ∈ G : σ(x) ≡ x mod P for all x ∈ OL}.
Clearly IP is a subgroup of G, and it is straigtforward to check that in fact IP is normal
in G, with DP/IP ∼= Gal ((OL/P)/(OK/p)). The latter is an extension of finite fields,
and hence Galois with cyclic Galois group.
The utility of DP and IP arises mainly through their connection to ideal factor-
izations such as the one in (1). Indeed, |DP| = ef (and hence g = [G : DP]), and
|IP| = e. Moreover, the decomposition and inertia groups at primes above a given
prime p are all conjugate subgroups of G. Finally, the fixed fields of DP and IP enjoy
special properties:
A. LDP contains all sub-extensions E of L/K in which E ∩ P appears in the
factorization of pOE without ramification or resiude extension; and
B. LIP contains all sub-extensions E in which E ∩P appears in the factorization
of pOE without ramification.
Recall that if t is an integer, 2OQ(√−t) splits if it factors as p1p2 in OQ(√−t), with
p1 6= p2, is inert if it remains prime in OQ(√−t), and ramifies if it factors as p2 in
OQ(√−t). We observe:
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Proposition 3.1. Let t ∈ Z with −t not a square, and write t = 4ns with 4 ∤ s. Then
2OQ(√−t)


splits if s ≡ 7 mod 8,
is inert if s ≡ 3 mod 8,
ramifies otherwise.
Proof. The proposition is well-known in the case where s is squarefree, that is, not
divisible by the square of a prime. Write t = r2S, where r ∈ Z and S ∈ Z is squarefree.
We prove the proposition by showing s ≡ S mod 8. We have 4ns = r2S, and so
s = (r/2n)2S, where (r/2n) ∈ Z. Moreover, (r/2n) is odd, for otherwise 4 | s. Thus
(r/2n)2 ≡ 1 mod 8, and hence s ≡ S mod 8, as desired. 
This is already enough to handle the biquadratic case.
Proposition 3.2. Let fc(x) = x
2 + c for c = −b2 ∈ Z \ {−1, 0}, and consider the
factorization given in (1). We have
e = 4, f = 1, g = 1 iff


b ≡ ±3,±7,±13 mod 32
b ≡ ±15 mod 64
b = ±4j(4r + 2), where j ≥ 0 and r ∈ Z
b = ±(1 + 4k(4r + 3)), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
b = ±(1 + 4k(8r + 6)), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
e = 2, f = 2, g = 1 iff


b ≡ ±4,±5 mod 32
b ≡ ±9 mod 64
b = ±4k(8r + 3), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
b = ±(1 + 4k(8r + 5)), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
b = ±(1 + 4k(16r + 10)), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
e = 2, f = 1, g = 2 iff


b ≡ ±11,±12 mod 32
b ≡ ±23 mod 64
b = ±4k(8r + 1), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
b = ±(1 + 4k(8r + 1)), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
b = ±(1 + 4k(16r + 2)), where k ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z
and these are the only possibilities.
Proof. From part (3) of Proposition 2.2, it follows that Lc has precisely three quadratic
subextensions, namely Q(
√
b2 + b),Q(
√
b2 − b), and Q(√b2 − 1). First we show that
e ≥ 2 in (1). If b ≡ 1, 2 mod 4, then b2+b ≡ 2 mod 4, and it follows from Proposition 3.1
that (2) ramifies in Q(
√
b2 + b), and hence in Lc. If b ≡ 3 mod 4, then b2−b ≡ 2 mod 4,
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and if b ≡ 0 mod 4, then −(b2−1) ≡ 1 mod 4, and thus (2) ramifies in Q(√b2 − b) and
Q(
√
b2 − 1), respectively. Hence in all cases (2) ramifies in Lc.
We’ve thus shown that if P is a prime of Lc lying over (2), then either L
IB
c = Q
(equivalently, (2) is totally ramified in Lc) or L
IB
c is a quadratic sub-extension of Q.
We examine the cases where the latter holds, and then the complement of those cases
gives the totally ramified case.
First note that LIBc = Q(
√
b2 + b) if and only if (2) either splits or is inert in
Q(
√
b2 + b). By Proposition 3.1, (2) splits in Q(
√
b2 + b) precisely when
(5) b2 + b = 4ns where n ≥ 0, 4 ∤ s, and s ≡ 1 mod 8.
Write
b = 4kv with k ≥ 0 and 4 ∤ v.
and note that
(6) b2 + b = b(b+ 1) = 4k(4kv2 + v).
We now divide our considerations into two cases.
Case 1: 4 divides 4kv2+v. Because 4 ∤ v, this can only happen if k = 0 and 4 | (v+1).
Hence we write v = −1 + 4ℓm with ℓ ≥ 1 and 4 ∤ m. Then
b2 + b = v(v + 1) = 4ℓ[m(−1 + 4ℓm)].
By assumption 4 ∤ m(−1 + 4ℓm) and hence (5) holds if and only if m(−1 + 4ℓm) ≡
1 mod 8. When ℓ = 1, this is equivalent to m(−1+4m) ≡ 1 mod 8, which holds if and
only ifm ≡ 3 mod 8, i.e. b ≡ 11 mod 32. When ℓ ≥ 2, we have m(−1+4ℓm) ≡ 1 mod 8
if and only if −m ≡ 1 mod 8, i.e. b = −1 + 4ℓ(8r + 7), with ℓ ≥ 2.
Case 2: 4 does not divide 4kv2 + v. In this case(5) holds if and only if 4kv2 + v ≡
1 mod 8, i.e.
(7) v ≡ 1− (2kv)2 mod 8.
Now (7) holds if and only if we have one of the following:
(1) 2kv odd and v ≡ 0 mod 8
(2) 2kv ≡ 2 mod 4 and v ≡ 5 mod 8
(3) 2kv ≡ 0 mod 4 and v ≡ 1 mod 8
The first is impossible. The second holds precisely when k = 1 and v ≡ 5 mod 8,
i.e. b ≡ 20 mod 32. The third holds precisely when k ≥ 2 and v ≡ 1 mod 8, i.e.
b = 4k(8r + 1) for r ∈ Z.
The cases where (2) is inert in Q(
√
b2 + b) and LIBc = Q(
√
b2 − b) are handled
similarly. We thus turn to the case where LIBc = Q(
√
b2 − 1). If b ≡ 0 mod 4, then
−(b2 − 1) ≡ 1 mod 4, and hence (2) ramifies in Q(√b2 − 1). Thus we may assume
b 6≡ 0 mod 4. If 4 ∤ b2 − 1, then from Proposition 3.1 we have b2 − 1 ≡ 1 mod 4, which
is impossible. Hence we have 4 | b2 − 1, and thus b is odd. Write
b = 1 + 2km, where k ≥ 1 and m is odd,
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and note that
b2 − 1 = 2k+1m(1 + 2k−1m).
We now consider two cases.
Case 1: k ≥ 2. In this case (1 + 2k−1m) is odd, and so from Proposition 3.1 we must
have k odd and
(8) m(1 + 2k−1m) ≡ 1 mod 8 m(1 + 2k−1m) ≡ 5 mod 8,
corresponding to the split and inert case, respectively. Writing k = 2ℓ + 1 for ℓ ≥ 1
and noting that m2 ≡ 1 mod 8, we have that (8) is equivalent to
m ≡ 1− 22ℓ mod 8 m ≡ 5− 22ℓ mod 8.
When ℓ = 1 we obtain m ≡ 5 mod 8 and m ≡ 1 mod 8, respectively; these correspond
to b ≡ 41 mod 64 and b ≡ 9 mod 64, respectively. When ℓ ≥ 2 we have m ≡ 1 mod 8
and m ≡ 5 mod 8, respectively, which correspond to b = 1 + 4ℓ(16r + 2) and b =
1 + 4ℓ(16r + 10), respectively.
Case 2: k = 1. In this case, b = 1 + 2m, so b2 − 1 = 4(m + m2). If m ≡ 1 mod 4,
then m2 +m ≡ 2 mod 4, and hence (2) ramifies in Q(√b2 − 1), a contradiction. Thus
we write m = 3 + 4ℓt, with ℓ ≥ 1 and 4 ∤ t, whence
b2 − 1 = 4(m+m2) = 42(3 + 4ℓt)(1 + 4ℓ−1t).
If ℓ ≥ 2, then (3 + 4ℓt)(1 + 4ℓ−1t) ≡ 3 mod 4, which again gives a contradiction by
Proposition 3.1. Thus ℓ = 1 and
(9) b2 − 1 = 42(3 + 4t)(1 + t).
If t ≡ 1 mod 4, then (3 + 4t)(1 + t) ≡ 2 mod 4, again giving a contradiction. If
t ≡ 2 mod 4, then write t = 2s with s odd, and note
(3 + 4t)(1 + t) = 3 + 7t+ 4t2 ≡ 3 + 6s mod 8.
If s ≡ 1 mod 4, then this yields 1 modulo 8, and hence (2) splits in Q(√b2 − 1. This
gives b ≡ 23 mod 64. If s ≡ 3 mod 4, then (2) is inert in Q(√b2 − 1). This gives
b ≡ 55 mod 64.
If t ≡ 3 mod 4, then write t = −1 + 4qs with q ≥ 1 and 4 ∤ s. Then from (9) we
obtain
b2 − 1 = 4q+2[(−1 + 4q+1s)s],
and since 4 ∤ s we have that 4 ∤ (−1+4q+1s)s. Now since q ≥ 1 we have (−1+4q+1s)s ≡
−s mod 8, and so from Proposition 3.1 we have that (2) splits in Q(√b2 − 1) if s ≡
7 mod 8 and that (2) is inert if s ≡ 3 mod 8. These give b = −1 + 4q+1(16r + 14) and
b = −1 + 4q+1(16r + 6), respectively. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 in the cases e = 8, f = 1, g = 1 and
e = 4, f = 2, g = 1
We now use our knowledge of subfields of Lc to limit the possibilities for L
DP
c and
L
IP
c , where P is an ideal of Lc lying over (2). This obviously depends on the structure of
Gal (Lc/Q) which by Proposition 2.2 depends on whether −c and −(c+1) are squares
in Z. We discuss here the case where neither −c nor −(c+1) is a square and there is a
unique prime ideal of OLc lying above (2), thereby proving the corresponding parts of
Theorem 1.2. We leave the cases where one of −c or −(c+ 1) is a square to Section 5.
Because neither −c nor −(c + 1) is a square, the subfield lattice of Lc is given in
Figure 1. Note that all subextensions are Galois save Q(α) and Q(β), which together
form a Galois-conjugacy class, and Q(α + β), Q(α − β), which form another Galois
conjugacy class. One notices immediately from Figure 1 that each sub-extension of
Lc/Q of degree at least two over Q contains one of the three quadratic sub-extensions
(10) Q
(√−c) ,Q(√−(c+ 1)) , and Q(√−(−c2 − c)) .
The odd-looking expressions for the last two of these fields are helpful in light of
Proposition 3.1.
In order to prove a classification theorem such as Theorem 1.2, one is confronted
with the problem of selecting an indexing quantity. The most obvious choice in the
present setting is the parameter c, but as one can see from the complexity of the
statement of Theorem 1.2, this leads to a dizzying number of cases. A more profitable
choice is L
IP
c , though here too one encounters significant complexities, for instance in
distinguishing between the cases where [L
IP
c : Q] has degree two or four. We thus adopt
the following hybrid approach: in this section we use global methods to analyze the
cases where L
DP
c = Q, and in the following section we use local methods to analyze the
remaining cases; in this latter section we index by the behavior of L
IP
c . The advantage
to the supposition that L
DP
c = Q is that we may determine the factorization of 2OLc
by analyzing only the quadratic sub-extensions of Lc.
We remark that under the assumption L
DP
c = Q it is easy to see that [L
IP
c : L
DP
c ]
must be 1 or 2. Indeed, If P is the unique prime of OLc above 2, then LIPc is a Galois
extension of L
DP
c , and hence of Q, necessarily cyclic. Hence Gal (L
IP
c /Q) is a cyclic
quotient of D4, and thus has order 1 or 2. In Corollary 5.2 we use Newton polygons to
prove the more general fact that f ≤ 2 for all c with −c not a square.
Case 1: L
DP
c = L
IP
c = Q for some prime P of OLc lying above 2.
This is equivalent to e = 8, f = 1, g = 1; in particular, P is the only prime of OLc
lying over 2. In light of property (B) on p. 6, L
IP
c = Q holds if and only if 2 ramifies in
every subextension of Lc. This in turn is equivalent to 2 ramifying in each of the three
quadratic sub-extensions given in (10); one direction of this is obvious, and the other
follows from the fact that an extension is ramified at 2 if any of its sub-extensions is.
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Hence from Proposition 3.1 we may write
(11) c = 4js c+ 1 = 4ms′,
where s and s′ are both 1 or 2 modulo 4. Because c and c + 1 are relatively prime, at
least one of s and s′ must be 1 modulo 4, and because 2 ramifies in Q(
√
c2 + c), we
cannot have −ss′ ≡ 3 mod 4, and hence at most one of s and s′ can be 1 modulo 4.
We thus have two cases to consider:
(a) s ≡ 1 mod 4, s′ ≡ 2 mod 4
(b) s ≡ 2 mod 4, s′ ≡ 1 mod 4
Suppose that we are in case (a), and assume first that j = 0 in (11). Then we may
write c = 4r + 1 for some r ∈ Z, and we obtain c + 1 = 4r + 2. It follows that
m = 0 in (11), and we get s′ = c + 1 ≡ 2 mod 4. If j > 0, then we have m = 0 and
s′ = c+1 ≡ 1 mod 4, contradicting our assumption of being in case (a). We have thus
shown that case (a) holds if and only if c ≡ 1 mod 4.
Suppose now that we are in case (b), and assume first that j = 0 in (11). Then
c+ 1 ≡ 3 mod 4, which forces m = 0 in (11) and gives the contradiction s′ ≡ 3 mod 4.
If j > 0, then must have m = 0. We may write c = 4j(4r + 2), and this gives
s′ = c+ 1 ≡ 1 mod 4. Hence case (b) holds if and only if
c = 4j(4r + 2) = 22j+1m,
where m = 2r + 1 is an arbitrary odd number.
Case 2: L
DP
c = Q and [L
IP
c : L
DP
c ] = 2 for some prime P of OLc lying above 2.
This is equivalent to e = 4, f = 2, g = 1; in particular, P is the only prime of OLc
lying over 2. In light of property (B) on p. 6, this occurs if and only if 2 is inert in one of
the quadratic sub-extensions of Lc, and 2 ramifies in the other two such sub-extensions.
Sub-Case 2a: L
IP
c = Q(
√−c). From Proposition 3.1 this holds if and only if
(12) c = 4js and c+ 1 = 4ms′, where s ≡ 3 mod 8 and s′ ≡ 1, 2 mod 4.
Note that under these assumptions, we have −ss′ ≡ s′ mod 4, and hence 2 ramifies in
Q(
√
c2 + c).
Assume first that j = 0 in (12). Write c = 8r + 3, whence c + 1 = 4(2r + 1). Thus
m = 1 and s′ = 2r + 1 ≡ 1 mod 4 in (12). This holds if and only if r is even, i.e.,
c ≡ 3 mod 16. If j > 0 in (12), then write c = 4j(8r+3),and note that we automatically
have c+ 1 ≡ 1 mod 4, and thus s′ = c+ 1 ≡ 1 mod 4. Hence Sub-Case 2a holds if and
only if c ≡ 3 mod 16 or c = 22j(8r + 3).
Sub-Case 2b: L
IP
c = Q(
√−(c+ 1)). From Proposition 3.1 this holds if and only
if
(13) c = 4js and c+ 1 = 4ms′, where s ≡ 1, 2 mod 4 and s′ ≡ 3 mod 8.
Note that under these assumptions, we have −ss′ ≡ s mod 4, and hence 2 ramifies in
Q(
√
c2 + c).
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Assume first that m = 0 in (13). Write c + 1 = 8r + 3, which is equivalent to
c ≡ 2 mod 8. In this situation j = 0 and c = s =≡ 2 mod 4, so all conditions in
(13) are satisfied. If m > 0 in (13), then we have c ≡ 3 mod 4, and hence j = 0 and
s ≡ 3 mod 4, a contradiction. Therefore Sub-Case 2b holds if and only if c ≡ 3 mod 16
or c = 22j(8r + 3) for some j ≥ 1. To make this match better with the conclusion
of Sub-Case 2c, we split the latter into two families: c ≡ 12 mod 32 (i.e. j = 1) and
c = 22j(8r + 3) for some j ≥ 2.
Sub-Case 2c: L
IP
c = Q(
√
c2 + c). From Proposition 3.1 this holds if and only if
(14) c = 4js and c+ 1 = 4ms′, where −ss′ ≡ 3 mod 8 and s, s′ ≡ 1, 2 mod 4.
Note that under these assumptions, we must have s ≡ s′ ≡ 1 mod 4. Moreover, we
have −ss′ ≡ 3 mod 8 if and only if either
(a) s ≡ 1 mod 8 and s′ ≡ 5 mod 8, or
(b) s ≡ 5 mod 8 and s′ ≡ 1 mod 8.
Suppose first that we are in case (a), and assume that j = 0 in (14). Then s = c ≡
1 mod 4, so c+1 ≡ 2 mod 4, contradicting our supposition that s′ ≡ 5 mod 8. If j > 0,
then we have c = 4j(8r + 1), and thus c+ 1 = 4j(8r + 1) + 1, giving m = 0 and
4j(8r + 1) + 1 = s′ ≡ 5 mod 8,
which holds if and only if j = 1, i.e. c ≡ 4 mod 32.
Now suppose that we are in case (b), and assume that j = 0 in (14). As in the
preceding paragraph, we have s′ = c+ 1 ≡ 2 mod 4, a contradiction. If j > 0, then we
have c = 4j(8r + 5), and thus c+ 1 = 4j(8r + 5) + 1, giving m = 0 and
4j(8r + 5) + 1 = s′ ≡ 1 mod 8,
which holds if and only if j ≥ 2. Therefore Sub-Case 2c holds if and only if c ≡ 4 mod 32
or c = 22j(8r − 3) for some j ≥ 2.
5. Factorization of the ideal 2OLc: Local methods
We now make use of the fact that if K is any number field, then we have
(15) K ⊗Q Q2 ∼=
g∏
i=1
K2,i,
where theK2,i are finite extensions of the 2-adic numbersQ2 given as follows: writeK =
Q(γ) and let f be the minimal polynomial for γ over Q. Using the natural embedding
Q →֒ Q2, consider f as having coefficients in Q2, and suppose that f1f2 · · · fg is the
factorization of f into irreducibles in the ring Q2[x]. Then K2,i = Q2(γi), where γi is a
root of fi in the algebraic closure of Q2. (See [3, pp. 25-26] for details.) Moreover the
fields K2,i encode crucial information about ideal factorizations: if 2OK = pe11 · · ·pegg ,
then the value group of K2,i is (1/ei)Z and the residue extension degree of K2,i is the
same as |(OK/pi) : (Z/2Z)|.
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Throughout this section, v : Q2 → Z denotes the 2-adic valuation, and | · | denotes
the 2-adic absolute value. A very useful tool for understanding the fields K2,i given
in (15) is the 2-adic Newton polygon of a polynomial f(x) =
∑n
i=0 aix
i, namely the
polygon given by taking the lower convex hull of the points (i, v(ai)). We assume the
reader is familiar with the relationship between slopes of the 2-adic Newton polygon of
a polynomial and the 2-adic valuation of the polynomial’s roots (see e.g. [8, Theorem
5.11]).
We begin by using Newton polygons to prove Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 5.1. For all c ∈ Z \ {0}, we have e ≥ 2 in (1).
Proof. When c = −1, we have Lc = Q(
√
2), which has e = 2. When −c is a square in Z
and c 6∈ {−1, 0}, the result follows from the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition
3.2.
Assume now that −c is not a square in Z. When c ≡ 3 mod 4, the Newton polygon
of f 2c = x
4 + 2cx2 + c2 + c contains the segment connecting (4, 0) and (2, 1) which has
slope −1/2. Thus the value group of Lc contains (1/2)Z, and it follows that e ≥ 2.
When c ≡ 1 mod 4, it follows similarly that e ≥ 4. When c ≡ 2 mod 4, we have
from Proposition 3.1 that (2) ramifies in Q(
√−c), and hence in Lc. Suppose now that
c ≡ 0 mod 4. If −(c + 1) is a square in Z, then we may write c = −(b2 + 1), which
cannot be congruent to 0 modulo 4. Therefore −(c + 1) is not a square in Z, and
Q(
√−(c+ 1)) is a quadratic extension of Q. But c+1 ≡ 1 mod 4, and it follows from
Proposition 3.1 that (2) ramifies in Q(
√−(c+ 1)), and hence in Lc. 
Corollary 5.2. For all c ∈ Z, we have f ≤ 2 in (1).
Proof. When [Lc : Q] ≤ 4, this follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. Thus assume
that [Lc : Q] = 8, and hence Gal (Lc/Q) ∼= D4. Suppose that f ≥ 4 in (1). Then from
Theorem 5.1 we must have e = 2, f = 4, and g = 1. Because g = 1, there is a unique
prime P of OLc above 2. Because LDPc = Q, we have that LIPc is a Galois extension of
Q, necessarily cyclic, and of degree at least 4. Hence Gal (L
IP
c /Q) is a cyclic quotient
of D4 of order at least four, which does not exist. 
We now have all the tools we need to describe the factorization of 2OLc in the case
where −c is not a square in Z but −(c + 1) is.
Proposition 5.3. Let fc(x) = x
2 + c where −c is not a square in Z but −(c+ 1) is a
square in Z, and write c = −(b2 + 1) for b ∈ Z. In the factorization given in (1), we
have
e = 4, f = 1, g = 1 iff b is odd,
e = 2, f = 2, g = 1 iff b ≡ 2 mod 4,
e = 2, f = 1, g = 2 iff b ≡ 0 mod 4,
and these are the only possibilities.
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Proof. By part (2) of Proposition 2.2, Lc is a Z/4Z-extension of Q with unique qua-
dratic sub-extension Q(
√−c). If 2 ramifies in Q(√−c), then from property (B) on p.
6 we have that L
IP
c = Q for some prime P of OLc lying above 2, and hence e = 4. If
2 splits (resp. is inert) in Q(
√−c), then by Theorem 5.1 we have e = 2, f = 1, g = 2
(resp. e = 2, f = 2, g = 1). The Proposition now follows from Proposition 3.1. 
We need to study the squaring map on Q2, and especially its inverse. First we record
the well-known fact that the squaring map sends 1 + 2Z2 surjectively onto 1 + 8Z2.
More generally, if S is the squaring map, then
(16) S(Q2) = {0} ∪
⋃
n∈Z
4n(1 + 8Z2)
See for instance [3, p. 85].
We also have a useful reformulation of Proposition 3.1: let t ∈ Q2 with −t not a
square in Q2, and write t = 4
ns, with s ∈ Z2 and v(s) ∈ {0, 1}. Then
(17) Q2(
√−t) =


Q2 if s ≡ 7 mod 8,
an unramified quadratic extension of Q2 if s ≡ 3 mod 8,
a ramified quadratic extension of Q2 otherwise.
The following proposition follows from Newton’s binomial theorem, and will be useful
in our later calculations.
Proposition 5.4. If v(x) > 2, then in Q2 we have
√
1 + x = 1 +
1
2
x− 1
8
x2 + s2r,
where s ∈ Z2 and r = 3v(x)− 4.
6. Proof of the remaining cases of Theorem 1.2
We now use the work in Section 5 to examine the cases of Theorem 1.2 where
(e, f, g) = (2, 1, 4) and (e, f, g) = (2, 2, 2). Let P be a prime of OLc lying above 2. In
both of the cases we wish to study, L
IP
c has degree 4 over Q. What separates them is
that in the first case, L
IP
c = L
DP
c , while in the second, L
DP
c is a sub-extension of L
IP
c of
degree 2 over Q. Up to Galois conjugation, there are three possibilities for L
IP
c , namely
Q(α), Q(α + β), and Q(
√−c,√−(c + 1)).
Case 1: L
IP
c = Q(α). This means that one of the primes of OQ(α) lying above 2
does not ramify. From (15) and the discussion following, this occurs if and only if one
of the direct summands of Q(α)⊗Q Q2 has value group Z. But from Corollary 5.2 we
know that f ≤ 2, so either one summand is Q2 and we are in the (2, 1, 4) case, or one
summand is an unramified quadratic extension of Q2, and we are in the (2, 2, 2) case.
Thus over Q2, either f has a linear factor that generates a summand isomorphic to Q2,
or f has an irreducible quadratic factor that generates an unramified extension of Q2.
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We thus wish to study the roots of f over Q2, and determine when one of them lies in
Q2 or one of them generates an unramified quadratic extension of Q2.
Note further that we must have Q(
√−c) ⊆ LDPc , since the former is the unique
degree-2 sub-extension of Q(α), and the latter has degree at least two. Hence 2 must
split in Q(
√−c), which is equivalent to Q2(
√−c) = Q2.
Now from (16), we have that
√−c ∈ Q2 if and only if
−c = 4n(1 + 8b) with b ∈ Z and n ≥ 0.
Assume this is indeed the case. From Proposition 5.4, we have that in Z2,
−c±√−c = 4n(1 + 8b)±
√
4n(1 + 8b) = 2n
(
2n(1 + 8b)±
√
1 + 8b
)
≡ 2n (2n(1 + 8b)± (1 + 4b− 8b2)) mod 2n+5.(18)
Denote the numbers in (18) by α1 and β1, respectively. Note that the roots of f(x) over
Q2 can be taken to be ±√α1 and ±
√
β1. We wish to study the extensions Q2(
√
α1)
and Q2(
√
β1), using (17).
If n is odd, both α1 and β1 have odd 2-adic valuation, and hence from (17) both
Q2(
√
α1) and Q2(
√
β1) are ramified, meaning that every root of f over Q2 generates a
ramified extension of Q2, contrary to our original supposition. Thus we write n = 2t,
and without loss of generality we have
α1 ≡ 22t(1 + 8b) + (1 + 4b− 8b2) ≡ (22t + 1) + 4b(22t+1 + 1)− 8b2 mod 32,
β1 ≡ 22t(1 + 8b)− (1 + 4b− 8b2) ≡ (22t − 1) + 4b(22t+1 − 1) + 8b2 mod 32.
We consider various values of t separately. If t = 0, then
α1 ≡ 2 mod 4,
β1 ≡ 4b+ 8b2 mod 32.
Thus Q2(
√
α1) is ramified by (17).
On the other hand Q2(
√
β1) = Q2 if and only if Q2(
√−(−β1)) = Q2, which from
(17) occurs if and only if −β1 = 4n(−1+8r′) for some r′ ∈ Z2, or equivalently b+2b2 =
4n(1 + 8r) for some r ∈ Z2. Recall that in fact b ∈ Z, and write b = 2jm, where m is
odd. Then
(19) b+ 2b2 = 2j(m+ 2j+1m2),
so j must be even and m − 1 + 2j+1m2 must be a multiple of 8. Hence either j = 0
and m ≡ 7 mod 8 or j ≥ 2 and m ≡ 1 mod 8. These are equivalent to, respectively,
b = 8r+7 and b = 4k(8r+1) for k ≥ 1. Finally, these correspond to c = −1−8(8r+7),
or c = 7 + 64r for some r ∈ Z; and c = −1 − 4k(64r + 8), or c = −1 + 4k(64r − 8) for
some k ≥ 1, r ∈ Z.
Similarly, we have from (17) that Q2(
√
β1) is an unramified quadratic extension of
Q2 if and only if b + 2b
2 = 4n(5 + 8r) for some r ∈ Z2. Proceeding as in the previous
paragraph, we now have from (19) that j must be even and m − 5 + 2j+1m2 must be
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a multiple of 8. Hence either j = 0 and m ≡ 3 mod 8 or j ≥ 2 and m ≡ 5 mod 8.
These are equivalent to, respectively, b = 8r + 3 and b = 4k(8r + 5) for k ≥ 1.
Finally, these correspond to c = −1 − 8(8r + 3), or c = 39 + 64r for some r ∈ Z; and
c = −1− 4k(64r + 40), or c = −1 + 4k(64r + 24) for some k ≥ 1, r ∈ Z.
If t ≥ 1, then v(α1) = v(β1) = 0. Thus from (17) we need only consider α1 and β1
modulo 8. We have
α1 ≡ 22t + 1 + 4b mod 8,
β1 ≡ 22t − 1− 4b mod 8.
When t = 1, we have β1 ≡ 3+4b mod 8, and writing Q2(
√
β1) as Q2(
√−(−β1)), we
have from (17) that Q2(
√
β1) is a ramified extension of Q2. On the other hand, we have
α1 ≡ 5+4b mod 8, and thus from (17) we see that Q2(√α1) = Q2 if 4b ≡ 4 mod 8 (i.e.
b is odd) and Q2(
√
α1) is an unramified quadratic extension of Q2 if b is even. These
correspond, respectively, to the cases where −c = 16(1+8(2r+1)) and−c = 16(1+16r),
which are equivalent to c ≡ 112 mod 256 and c ≡ 240 mod 256.
When t ≥ 2, we again have that β2 ≡ 3 or 7 modulo 8, and hence Q2(
√
β1) is
a ramified extension of Q2. On the other hand, Q2(
√
α1) is Q2 if b is even and an
unramified quadratic extension of Q2 if b is odd. This occurs, respectively, when
−c = 42t(1+ 16r) and −c = 42t(1+ 8(2r+1)), or replacing r by −r, c = 42t(−1+16r)
and c = 42t(7 + 16r).
Case 2: L
IP
c = Q(α + β). Let us begin by remarking that L
IP
c = Q(α + β) implies
that (2) ramifies in Q(
√−c), since otherwise every prime in Q(√−c) lying over 2 would
occur without ramification, implying that Q(
√−c) ⊂ LIPc , which is false. The same
argument applies to Q(
√−(c+ 1)). Hence from (17) we may write
(20) c = 4jb0 c+ 1 = 4
mb′0
where b0, b
′
0 are integer not equivalent to 0 or 3 modulo 4, and j,m are non-negative
integers. It follows from Corollary 5.2 that either L
DP
c = L
IP
c or L
DP
c is a quadratic
exention of Q lying in L
IP
c . But Q(
√
c2 + c) is the only quadratic extension of Q lying
in Q(α + β), and hence Q(
√
c2 + c) ⊆ LDPc . Hence 2 must split in Q(
√
c2 + c), which
is equivalent to
√
c2 + c ∈ Q2. From (20) we have
(21) c2 + c = 4j+mb0b
′
0.
If one of b0 or b
′
0 is even, then the other must be odd, because c and c+1 are relatively
prime. But then from (21) c2 + c has odd 2-adic valuation, and hence cannot be a
square in Q2.
Therfore b0, b
′
0 ≡ 1 mod 4, so we may write
(22) c = 4j(1 + 4b1) c+ 1 = 4
m(1 + 4b′1),
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and (21) becomes
c2 + c = 4j+m(1 + 4b1)(1 + 4b
′
1) = 4
j+m(1 + 4(b1 + b
′
1) + 16b1b
′
1)).
However, from (16) and our knowledge that
√
c2 + c ∈ Q2, we must have 1 + 4(b1 +
b′1) + 16b1b
′
1) ≡ 1 mod 8, and hence
(23) b1 and b
′
1 have the same parity.
Let us return to (22). Since c and c+ 1 are relatively prime, exactly one of j and m is
zero. Suppose that j = 0. Then c+1 ≡ 2 mod 4, contradicting (22). Therefore m = 0,
and we can write
(24) c+ 1 = 1 + 4(4j−1(1 + 4b1)),
so that b′1 = 4
j−1(1 + 4b1). If j = 1 then b′1 is odd, so by (23) we have that b1 is odd.
This is equivalent to c = 4(5 + 8b) for some b ∈ Z. If j ≥ 2, then b′1 is even, so from
(23) we have that b1 is even as well, which is equivalent to c = 4
n+2(1+8b) for integers
n and b with n ≥ 0.
We summarize what we have so far: the assumption that L
IP
c = Q(α + β) implies
that (2) ramifies in Q(
√−c) and Q(√−(c+ 1)) and splits in Q(√c2 + c) (though the
reverse implication is false). This is equivalent to the assertion that one of the following
holds:
I. c = 4(5 + 8b) or
II. c = 4n+2(1 + 8b),
where n, b ∈ Z and n ≥ 0. We emphasize that for the c-values in I and II, there are three
possible outcomes: L
IP
c = L
DP
c = Q(
√
c2 + c); L
IP
c = Q(α+β) and L
DP
c = Q(
√
c2 + c);
or L
IP
c = L
DP
c = Q(α + β). These correspond to the (4, 1, 2), (2, 2, 2), and (2, 1, 4)
cases of Theorem 1.2, respectively. They occur, respectively, if and only if every root
of g(x) = x4 + 4cx2 − 4c generates a ramified quadratic extension of Q2; one root of
g(x) generates an unramified quadratic extension of Q2; and one root of g(x) lies in
Q2. This follows from the same reasoning given in the first paragraph of Case 1 on p.
14. Thus we now determine for which c-values in cases I and II we obtain a root of
g(x) that either generates an unramified quadratic extension of Q2 or lies in Q2. The
quadratic formula gives that the roots of g(x) are −2c± 2√c2 + c.
We first consider case I. Note that
c2 + c = 4(1 + 8(13 + 41b+ 32b2)),
and hence from Proposition 5.4 we have√
c2 + c = 2(1 + 4(13 + 41b) + 8b3),
for some b3 ∈ Z2. Let α1 = −2c + 2
√
c2 + c and β1 = −2c− 2
√
c2 + c. Then
α1 = −8(5 + 8b) + 4(1 + 4(13 + 41b) + 8b3) = 4(3 + 4b+ 8b4)
β1 = −8(5 + 8b)− 4(1 + 4(13 + 41b) + 8b3) = 4(−7− 4b+ 8b5)
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for some b4, b5 ∈ Z2. From (17) we have that Q2(√α1) is an unramified quadratic
extension of Q2 when −(3+4b) ≡ 3 mod 8, which is impossible. It is a trivial extension
of Q2 when −(3 + 4b) ≡ 7 mod 8, which also impossible.
On the other hand, Q2(
√
β1) is an unramified quadratic extension ofQ2 when 7+4b ≡
3 mod 8, which occurs if and only if b is odd. This is equivalent to c = 4(5+8(2r+1))
for some r ∈ Z, or in other words c ≡ 52 mod 64. Similarly, we have Q2(
√
β1) = Q2 if
and only if 7+ 4b ≡ 7 mod 8, which occurs precisely when b is even, or c ≡ 20 mod 64.
We now turn to Case II. This gives
c2 + c = 4n+2(1 + 8b+ 4n+2 + 4n+4b+ 4n+6b2) = 4n+2(1 + 8(b+ 2b6)),
for some b6 ∈ Z. Hence from Proposition 5.4 we have
√
c2 + c = 2n+2(1 + 4(b+ 2b6)− 8b7),
for some b7 ∈ Z2.
Let α1 = −2c+ 2
√
c2 + c and β1 = −2c− 2
√
c2 + c. Then
α1 = −22n+5(1 + 8b) + 2n+3(1 + 4(b+ 2b6)− 8b7) = 2n+3(1 + 4b− 2n+2 + 8b8)
β1 = −22n+5(1 + 8b)− 2n+3(1 + 4(b+ 2b6)− 8b7) = 2n+3(−1− 4b− 2n+2 + 8b9)
for some b8, b9 ∈ Z2. If n is even, then v2(α1) and v2(β1) are both odd, so both Q2(√α1)
and Q2(
√
β1) are ramified, from (17). Writing n = 2ℓ+ 1 for ℓ ≥ 0 gives
α1 = 4
ℓ+2(1 + 4b− 22ℓ+1 + 8b8) = 4ℓ+2(1 + 4b+ 8b10)
β1 = 4
ℓ+2(−1 − 4b− 2n+2 + 8b9) = 4ℓ+2(−1− 4b+ 8b11)
for some b10, b11 ∈ Z2. Thus Q2(√α1) is an unramified quadratic extension of Q2
when −(1 + 4b) ≡ 3 mod 8, which occurs if and only if b is odd. This is equivalent
to c = 42ℓ+3(1 + 8(2r + 1)) for some r ∈ Z, or in other words c = 24k+6(16r + 9). If
we require k ≥ 1 we obtain c = 24k+2(16r + 9) = 24k(64r + 36). Similarly, we have
Q2(
√
α1) = Q2 if and only if −(1 + 4b) ≡ 7 mod 8, which occurs if and only if b is
even. This is equivalent to c = 42ℓ+3(1 + 16r)) for some r ∈ Z, or in other words
c = 24k+6(16r + 1). If we require k ≥ 1 we obtain c = 24k+2(16r + 1) = 24k(64r + 4).
On the other hand, Q2(
√
α1) is unramified quadratic or trivial only when 1 + 4b ≡
3, 7 mod 8, which is impossible.
Case 3: L
IP
c = Q(
√−c,√−(c+ 1)). Unlike in Case 2, we have here the convenient
fact that L
IP
c is Galois over Q, implying that every prime in L
IP
c lying over 2 is unram-
ified. Moreover, some prime of L
IP
c lying over 2 occurs without ramification or inertial
extension if and only if 2 splits completely in L
IP
c , which is equivalent to 2 splitting in
both Q(
√−c) and Q(√−(c+ 1)). From (17) we thus are led to these cases:
i. c = 4jb and c+ 1 = 4mb′ with b ≡ b′ ≡ 7 mod 8
ii. c = 4jb and c+ 1 = 4mb′ with not both b, b′ ≡ 7 mod 8,
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which are equivalent, respectively, to L
DP
c = L
IP
c and thus (e, f, g) = (2, 1, 4); and L
DP
c
being a quadratic sub-extension of L
IP
c and thus (e, f, g) = (2, 2, 2).
We begin with (i.) above. Note that the relative primality of c and c+1 implies that
exactly one of j and m is zero. If m = 0, then c+1 ≡ 7 mod 8 and c ≡ 0 mod 4, which
is impossible. Similar arguments rule out the case m = 1, and so we have m ≥ 2. On
the other hand, it is easy to check that if c+ 1 = 4m(8r + 7), then c = 4m(8r + 7)− 1
satisfies the requirements for any choice of r, and so we are done with this case.
Next we address (ii.), which we will break into two considerations. The first is when
b ≡ 7 mod 8 and b′ ≡ 3 mod 8. This case is nearly identical to case (i.) in its derivation,
so we simply note that this combination implies that c = 4m(8r + 3)− 1 with m ≥ 2
and r ∈ Z.
Next we consider when b ≡ 3 mod 8 and b′ ≡ 3 mod 4 (encapsulating both the
3 mod 8 and 7 mod 8 cases). Here, again, we must have j = 0 to have any chance of
satisfying the requirment. Thus we must have m ≥ 1. On the other hand, if m ≥ 2,
then we see immediately that c ≡ 7 mod 8, a contradiction, so that in fact we have
m = 1. Letting c = 3+8k, then, we have c+1 = 4+8k = 4(2k+1), where now, since
m = 1, we have 2k+1 = 4r+3. Thus we have k = 2r+1 and c = 3+8(2r+1) = 16r+11.
7. Higher ramification groups
In this section, we calculate the ramification filtration for c-values where Lc is totally
ramified. We limit ourselves to this case because it is representative of the others, and
has the most complicated filtration. It is likely that there is a different ramification
filtration for each of the cases in Theorem 1.2, though within each of these cases the
filtration is the same. This is what we find in the totally ramified case (see Theorem
1.3). For the remainder of this section, we assume that Lc is totally ramified, which by
Theorem 1.2 occurs if and only if c ≡ 1 mod 4 or c = 22k+1 ·m with k ≥ 1 and m odd.
In this case, we may replace the ground field Q with Q2 and obtain an extension
(which we again denote Lc) that still has degree 8, and Galois group D4. The value
group of Lc is (1/8)Z, and thus there is a uniformizing element π ∈ Lc with v(π) = 1/8.
Moreover, we have Lc = Q2(π). We write vπ to denote the π-adic valuation, so that
for instance vπ(2) = 8. More generally, vπ(x) = 8v2(x). In particular, because this
extension is totally ramified, the π-adic valuation does not depend on our choice of π.
Recall that for i ≥ 1, we have by definition
Gi = {g ∈ G : vπ(g(π)− π)) ≥ i+ 1},
where G is the Galois group of a given local Galois extension (here Lc/Q2). Because
Lc/Q2 is totally ramified, G0 is the inertia group and is isomorphic to D4.
7.1. The case c ≡ 1 mod 4. Our prinicipal task is to find a uniformizing element for
Lc, i.e. an element π ∈ Lc with v(π) = 1/8 (and thus necessarily Lc = Q2(π)). The
following two paragraphs provide motivation for how this element was found.
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Both α and β have power series expansions in our hypothetical π, so write α =
a0 + a1π + ... and β = b0 + b1π + ... with ai, bi ∈ {0, 1}. Our goal is to produce a
combination of α and β with odd π-adic valuation, as then, using αs and βs we can
produce something of π-adic valuation which we can use for π.
The fact that v(α) = v(β) = 1/4 from Newton polygon considerations tells us that
a0 = a1 = b0 = b1 = 0 and a2 = b2 = 1. Note then that, because vπ(2) = 8, we have
α+β = (a3+ b3)π
3+(a4+ b4)π
4+ .... On the other hand, from the earlier computation
of the minimal polynomial of α + β, we know that v(α + β) = 1/2. This tells us
that a3 = b3 and that a4 6= b4. We also know that β2 = π4 + ..., so we know that
vπ(α + β + β
2) ≥ 5. A SAGE computation reveals that, in fact, vpi(α + β + β2) = 7,
giving an element of odd valuation as desired.
We are thus led to consider
(25) π :=
α
2
(α + β + β2).
A computation in SAGE reveals that the minimal polynomial for π is the following
(here we set c = 1 + 4m with m ∈ Z):
x8 + (16m+ 4)x7 + (64m3 + 160m2 + 68m+ 8)x6
+ (768m4 + 1152m3 + 560m2 + 112m+ 8)x5
+ (1536m6 + 6784m5 + 7712m4 + 3832m3 + 960m2 + 120m+ 6)x4
+ (12288m7 + 34816m6 + 35328m5 + 17408m4 + 4528m3 + 600m2 + 32m)x3
+ (16384m9 + 94208m8 + 180224m7 + 165376m6 + 81984m5 + 21936m4 + 2552m3
− 104m2 − 56m− 4)x2
+ (65536m10 + 278528m9 + 483328m8 + 456704m7 + 261376m6 + 94528m5
+ 21696m4 + 3056m3 + 240m2 + 8m)x
+ (65536m12 + 425984m11 + 1126400m10 + 1671168m9 + 1587968m8 + 1035392m7
+ 481232m6 + 162384m5 + 39828m4 + 6968m3 + 828m2 + 60m+ 2)
This polynomial is Eisenstein, for the constant term is 2 mod 4, and hence has 2-adic
valuation 1, while every other term is visibly even. Thus, v(π) = 1/8 as claimed.
Now that we are in possession of a uniformizing element of Lc, we compute the Gi
directly.
To aid in the computation of the Gi, we now compute vπ(π − σ(π)) for each of the
7 non-identity elements σ ∈ G.
Lemma 7.1. vπ(α+ αβ + β) = 6.
Proof. We know from above that vπ(α + β + β
2) = 7, vπ(β) = 2 and vπ(±α + β) = 4.
Note that α + αβ + β = (α + β + β2) + β(α− β). The result follows from the strong
triangle inequality.
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More generally, using negation and elements of the Galois group, we obtain the
following:
Corollary 7.2. vπ(±α± αβ ± β) = 6.
Now that we know the valuations of ±α,±β,±α± β,±α±αβ± β2, we may readily
verify the following using a small amount of algebra and the strong triangle inequality.
σ1 : (α, β) 7→ (−α, β) : π − σ1(π) = αβ + αβ2, so vπ(π − σ1(π)) = 4
σ2 : (α, β) 7→ (α,−β) : π − σ2(π) = αβ, so vπ(π − σ2(π)) = 4
σ3 : (α, β) 7→ (−α,−β) : π − σ3(π) = αβ2, so vπ(π − σ3(π)) = 6
σ4 : (α, β) 7→ (β, α) : π − σ4(π) = (α− αβ + β)(α− β)/2, so vπ(π − σ4(π)) = 2
σ5 : (α, β) 7→ (−β, α) : π−σ5(π) = ((α+β)(α+αβ+β)−2β2)/2, so vπ(π−σ5(π)) = 2
σ6 : (α, β) 7→ (β,−α) : π−σ6(π) = ((α−β)(−α−αβ+β)+2α2)/2, so vπ(π−σ6(π)) =
2
σ7 : (α, β) 7→ (−β,−α) : π− σ7(π) = (α+ β)(−α+αβ + β)/2, so vπ(π− σ7(π)) = 2
Summarizing, we have:
Proposition 7.3. When c ≡ 1 mod 4, we have the following ramification groups, using
the notation above.
(1) G0 = G1 = G
(2) G2 = G3 = {σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3}
(3) G4 = G5 = {σ0, σ3}
(4) Gn = {σ0} for n ≥ 6.
7.2. The case c = 22k+1m, where k ≥ 1 and m is odd. The computations in
this case are very similar to the previous case, so we omit details. Again we start by
producing a uniformizer. If k is even, write k = 2m. Then, one may verify, as above,
that π = ((α/2m)3 + ((α + β)/2m) + 2)/2 is a uniformizer. Similarly, if k = 2m + 1,
then one may take π = ((α/2m) + ((α + β)/2m+1)3 + 2)/2 as a uniformizer.
As before we may, for each σ ∈ G, compute vπ(π − σ(π)), yielding the following
proposition.
Proposition 7.4. When c = 22k+1m with k ≥ 1 and m odd, we have the following
ramification groups, using the notation above.
(1) G0 = G1 = G
(2) G2 = G3 = {σ0, σ3, σ5, σ6}
(3) G4 = G5 = G6 = G7 = {σ0, σ3}
(4) Gn = {σ0} for n ≥ 8.
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